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Marija MaglovInstitute of Musicology, Serbian Academy of Sciences and Artsmarijamaglov@gmail.com 
Festivals with conferences and experience-driven culture  
as “consequences” of digital environmentDiscussing topics related to digital environment, or culture shaped by using and exploring many possibilities enabled by new (digital) media, includes not only those situations brought directly by interaction with new media, but also 
those that are happening “in real life” and could be interpreted as “conse-
quences” of digital culture. By this, I have in mind different phenomena, such as, for example, vinyl revival, dominance of live music events in music indus-try and fairly new occurrence of festivals with conferences. All of these phe-nomena appeared as reaction to the virtual experiences, or changes in music 
economy influenced by digital environment. Accent in this presentation will 
be on festivals with conferences as specific new type of music festivals (such as Reeperbahn Festival in Hamburg, Most Wanted: Music in Berlin, Indirekt Showcase Festival and Kontakt konferencija in Belgrade) primarily designed 
as a meeting point for actors of various profiles shaping contemporary music scenes, who otherwise mostly communicate in digital environment. On the other hand, difference between conferences in Germany and those in Serbia is noticeable in terms of importance given to new media as opposed to the role of radio television broadcasting system. Thus, festivals with conferences are taken here as a point of intersection for broader discussion on new media and digital environment. 
Keywords: festivals with conferences, music industry, live music, new me-dia/old media, digital environment
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